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SCOPE
The index is derived from the headings that appear in Hansard.
The index includes entries covering the names of all Members contributing to the Parliamentary business recorded in Hansard, including Divisions.

REFERENCES
• References in the indexes are to columns rather than pages.
• There are separate sequences in Hansard for the material taken on the floor of the House, Westminster Hall sittings, written statements, written questions, ministerial corrections and petitions
  • References consisting of a number by itself indicate material taken on the floor of the House.
  • References ending in ‘wh’ indicate Westminster Hall sittings.
  • References ending in ‘ws’ indicate written statements.
  • References ending in ‘w’ indicate written questions.
  • References ending in ‘p’ indicate written petitions.
  • References ending in ‘mc’ indicate ministerial corrections.
• References under all headings except the names of Members contributing to Parliamentary business and the titles of legislation are listed in one numerical sequence irrespective of whether the material is taken on the floor of the House, is discussed at a Westminster Hall sitting, is a written statement or is a written question.
• References under the names of Members contributing to Parliamentary business are listed in numerical sequence under the following headings-
  • Chamber Debates (which includes interventions and points of order as well as significant contributions to debates);
  • Westminster Hall Debates (covering all debates held as part of the Westminster Hall sittings);
  • Written Statements (consisting of ministerial statements issued in writing);
  • Questions (which includes all written, oral and urgent questions); and
  • Petitions (which includes all oral and written petitions).
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Allen, Heidi—continued
Questions
Engagements 884

Allin-Khan, Dr Rosena
Chamber Debates
Sport in the UK 97-102

Amesbury, Mike
Chamber Debates
Knife Crime Prevention Orders 41
Local Government Finance 242
Police Grant Report 217
Social Security (06.02.2019) 343-6, 357
Sport in the UK 88, 101
Westminster Hall
Education Funding, Cheshire 358wh
Questions
Armed Forces Covenant 1174-5
Employment Level 603

Aness, Sir David
Chamber Debates
Business of the House 1042, 1608
Questions
Engagements 1463

Andrew, Stuart,
Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State for Defence
Westminster Hall
Defence Spending in Scotland (06.02.2019) 172-6wh

Animal Welfare (Service Animals) Bill
(08.02.2019) 511

Antisemitism in Modern Society
1524

Antisocial Behaviour
475

Antoniazzi, Tonia
Chamber Debates
Sport in the UK 105, 111
Questions
Engagements 1464

Apprenticeships and Work
Fair Access 9mc
Fair Access 402

Argar, Edward, Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State for Justice
Westminster Hall
Foreign National Offenders, Prison Transfers 524-7
Human Rights in the UK 383-6wh
Missing Persons Guardianship 272-8wh
Questions
Criminal Justice, Children 158-60
Domestic Abuse Victims 149-50
Topical Questions 164
Victims Law 157-8
Victims, Policy Alignment 156-7

Armed Forces Covenant
1174

Armed Forces Covenant (Duty of Public Authorities)
338

Armed Forces Personnel
1177

Ashworth, Jonathan
Chamber Debates
NHS 10-Year Plan 1418, 1421-5
Questions
Leaving the EU, Contingency Planning 1316-7

Asylum Seekers (Permission to Work)
(No. 2)
1502

Atkins, Victoria, Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State for the Home Department
Chamber Debates
Antisocial Behaviour 483-4, 496-500
Knife Crime Prevention Orders 27-44
Serious Violence 1287, 1295-7
Westminster Hall
Merseyside Police Funding 509wh, 516-20wh
Questions
Domestic Abuse Legislation and Immigration Status 397-9
Female Firefighters, Fire Station Facilities 399-400
Topical Questions 403-5

Austin, Ian
Chamber Debates
Orkambi 139, 141
Westminster Hall
Foreign National Offenders, Prison Transfers 524wh
Transport for Towns 535wh, 542wh

Automatic Immigration Bail Referral Pilot
20ws

Bacon, Mr Richard
Chamber Debates
Future Free Trade Agreements 1658

Badenoch, Mrs Kemi
Questions
Location of Jobcentres 609

Bailey, Mr Adrian
Chamber Debates
Leaving the EU 768
Westminster Hall
Young Carers Support 327-9wh
Questions
Leaving the EU, Defence Relationship 1172

Bailey, Rebecca Long
Chamber Debates
UK’s Withdrawal from the EU 1160

Baldwin, Harriett, Minister of State, Department for International Development
Questions
Female Genital Mutilation 866-8
Prosperity Fund 871-2
Topical Questions 873-4

Barclay, Stephen, Secretary of State for Exiting the European Union
Chamber Debates
UK’s Withdrawal from the EU 1069-77, 1158
Written Statements
Norway, Iceland and Liechtenstein, EEA-EFTA Citizens’ Rights 25-6ws

Bardell, Hannah
Chamber Debates
Cairncross Review 778-80
Leaving the EU 755
Westminster Hall
Offshore Helicopter Safety 148wh, 155-8wh
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Baron, Mr John
Chamber Debates
Financial Services (Implementation of Legislation) Bill [Lords] 680
Leaving the EU 752
UK’s Withdrawal from the EU 1070, 1078, 1081
Questions
Army Forces Personnel 1177
Engagements 334

Barron, Sir Kevin
Chamber Debates
Children’s Social Care, Rotherham 303
Mineworkers’ Pension Scheme 1167

BBC Commissioning
56wh

Bebb, Guto
Chamber Debates
Antisemitism in Modern Society 1534-8

Beckett, Margaret
Chamber Debates
[P002354] 302
Questions
Topical Questions 1034-5

Bell, Henry
Chamber Debates
Retirement of the Clerk of the House (13.02.2019) 933
Westminster Hall
Offshore Helicopter Safety 155wh, 158-9wh, 163wh
Questions
RAF Marham, Tornado and F35 1181

Benn, Hilary
Chamber Debates
Counter-Daesh Update (11.02.2019) 657
EU Trade Agreements, Replication 896
Honda in Swindon 1349-50
Leaving the EU 741
Leaving the EU, Economic Impact of Proposed Deal 1475
Northern Ireland Backstop 1334
Retirement of the Clerk of the House (13.02.2019) 935-6
UK’s Withdrawal from the EU 1075, 1105-8

Benyon, Richard
Chamber Debates
Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces Treaty (04.02.2019) 50-1
Legislation against Female Genital Mutilation 647
P002354] 300
Questions
Food Waste 1580

Berkeley, Sir Paul
Chamber Debates
Future Free Trade Agreements 1645-8, 1676
NHS 10-Year Plan 1419
Retirement of the Clerk of the House (13.02.2019) 929-30

Berger, Luciana
Chamber Debates
Antisemitism in Modern Society 1546-9
Leaving the EU 745-6
Questions
Topical Questions 615

Berry, Jake, Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State for Housing, Communities and Local Government
Chamber Debates
Economic Growth, South-west 65wh, 85-8wh

Bettes, Mr Clive
Chamber Debates
Flybmi 1212
Local Government Finance 247-8, 257-9
Northern Ireland Backstop 1338-9
Police Grant Report 191
Westminster Hall
GWR and Network Performance (05.02.2019) 36wh, 40wh
Questions
Repair of Local Roads 1019

Bill Presented
186, 337, 916

Biometrics and Forensics Ethics Group
34ws

Black, Mhairi
Chamber Debates
Antisocial Behaviour 493-4
Closure of Santander Banks 503
Questions
Engagements 889-90

Blackford, Ian
Chamber Debates
Leaving the EU 737-9, 770
Leaving the EU, Economic Impact of Proposed Deal 1471-2
Points of Order 335
UK’s Withdrawal from the EU 1159
Questions
Engagements 324-5, 879, 888, 1461-2

Blackman, Bob
Chamber Debates
Business of the House 429, 1053
Leaving the EU, Mobile Roaming Charges 414
Local Government Finance 253
Questions
Female Firefighters, Fire Station Facilities 400
Preferential Trade Agreement with India 388
Topical Questions 406

Blackman, Kirsty
Chamber Debates
Communities, Charities and Volunteers 987-9
EU Trade Agreements, Replication 903-4
Exiting the European Union (Financial Services) 1247, 1255-9
Exiting the European Union (Structural and Investment Funds) 1385-6
Flybmi 1211
Leaving the EU, Economic Impact of Proposed Deal 1483
Leaving the EU, Mobile Roaming Charges 411-2
Making Tax Digital 1367
Securitisation Regulations 2018 941, 943-4, 947
Stirling and Clackmannanshire City Region Deal 1301
Venezuela 458
Westminster Hall
Offshore Helicopter Safety 160-2wh
UK as a Financial Services Hub (06.02.2019) 130-2wh

Blackman-Woods, Dr Roberta
Chamber Debates
Mineworkers’ Pension Scheme 1163

Blomfield, Paul
Chamber Debates
Universities, Financial Sustainability 638
Windrush Scheme 182
Westminster Hall
Leaving the European Union (04.02.2019) 17-22wh, 24-5wh
Unpaid Work Trials 99wh
Young Carers Support 323-7wh, 340wh

Blunt, Crispin
Chamber Debates
Counter-Daesh Update (11.02.2019) 657
Knife Crime Prevention Orders 35
UK Nationals returning from Syria 1199

Bone, Mr Peter
Chamber Debates
Business of the House 428, 1050
EU Trade Agreements, Replication 901
Points of Order 336
The delivery of Brexit 362-3
UK’s Withdrawal from the EU 1091, 1122-4
Voter Registration (No. 2) Bill 585
Questions
Female Genital Mutilation 867
Public Life, Intimidation 316
Rural Roads, HGV Traffic 1026
Petitions
Sale of Jackson Lane Car Park 2-4p

Borderlands Growth Deal 1453

Bottomley, Sir Peter
Chamber Debates
Cairncross Review 782
Retirement of the Clerk of the House (13.02.2019) 936-7

Brabin, Tracy
Chamber Debates
Business of the House 429
Education committee 474
Police Grant Report 224-5
Westminster Hall
Free Childcare, Costs and Benefits 486-9wh, 492wh
Police, Fire and Rescue Services, Funding Reductions 552-4wh
Transport for Towns 540wh, 546wh
Questions
Childcare Settings, Financial Viability 17

Bradley, Ben
Chamber Debates
Sport in the UK 119-20
Westminster Hall
Free Childcare, Costs and Benefits 473-5wh
Primary Schools, Nurture and Alternative Provision 397-405wh, 411wh, 414wh
Transport for Towns 536-7wh
Questions
Engagements 886
Topical Questions 24, 1328

Bradley, Karen, Secretary of State for Northern Ireland
Chamber Debates
Northern Ireland, Restoring Devolution 905-14

Bradshaw, Mr Ben
Chamber Debates
Honda in Swindon 1352-3
Leaving the EU 751-2
Nissan in Sunderland (04.02.2019) 73
UK’s Withdrawal from the EU 1086
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Brigden, Andrew—continued
Universal Credit, Food Insecurity 594

Brine, Steve, Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State for Health and Social Care
Chamber Debates
Mental Capacity (Amendment) Bill [Lords] 800
Orkambi 139-44
Prostate Cancer 369-76
Westminster Hall
Sunbed Use, Health Implications 351-5wh
Written Statements
NHS Prescription Charges 61-2ws

British Businesses Investing Overseas 385

Brock, Deidre
Chamber Debates
EU Trade Agreements, Replication 902
Exiting the European Union (Agriculture) 1519-21
Future Free Trade Agreements 1631
Leaving the EU, Economic Impact of Proposed Deal 1483
Questions
Food Waste 1580

Brokenshire, James, Secretary of State for Housing, Communities and Local Government
Chamber Debates
Antisemitism in Modern Society 1524-8,
1566
Local Government Finance 242-50
Written Statements
Building Safety 43-5ws
Integrated Communities 30-1ws
Local Government Brexit Funding,
Local Ports 58-9ws
Rough Sleeping 27-8ws
Unauthorised Development and
Encampments 13-4ws

Brown, Alan
Chamber Debates
Business of the House 1061
Exiting the European Union (Agriculture) 1523
Exiting the European Union (Aquaculture) 1510
Leaving the EU 769, 1447
Leaving the EU, Economic Impact of Proposed Deal 1482
Seaborne Freight (11.02.2019) 620
UK's Withdrawal from the EU 1097-8
Westminster Hall
Transport for Towns 540-2wh
Questions
Leaving the EU, Travel Disruption 1022-3

Brown, Lyn
Chamber Debates
Animal Welfare (Service Animals) Bill (08.02.2019) 526
Antisemitism in Modern Society 1528
Local Government Finance 258, 272-3
Value Added Tax Bill 546-50
Windrush Scheme 178-9
Westminster Hall
Rough Sleeping 208wh
Questions
Engagements 886-7

Bruce, Fiona
Chamber Debates
Antisemitism in Modern Society 1553-5
Mental Capacity (Amendment) Bill [Lords] 815-7, 823

Bruce, Fiona—continued
Westminster Hall
Education Funding, Cheshire 359-61wh,
364wh
Questions
Farmer Review 158
Rolling Stock 1013

Bryant, Chris
Chamber Debates
Mental Capacity (Amendment) Bill [Lords] 792-800, 825
Nissan in Sunderland (04.02.2019) 75
Police Grant Report 189
Sport in the UK 120-2
Westminster Hall
Sunbed Use, Health Implications 341-2wh
Questions
Universal Credit, Food Insecurity 594

Buck, Ms Karen
Chamber Debates
Legal Aid, Post-Implementation Review 450
Local Government Finance 250
The future of maintained nursery
Schools 363
Westminster Hall
Rough Sleeping 229wh, 241wh

Building Safety
43ws

Burden, Richard
Chamber Debates
Honda in Swindon 1351
Nissan in Sunderland (04.02.2019) 71-2
Police Grant Report 193
Seaborne Freight (11.02.2019) 628
Questions
Topical Questions 1036

Burghart, Alex
Questions
Bell Ringing 1596
Leaving the EU, Farming 1587
New Trade Agreements, Human Rights 383
T-levels 5

Burgon, Richard
Chamber Debates
Legal Aid, Post-Implementation Review 444-5
Questions
Court Closures and Staffing 156
Prisons, Violence 152
Topical Questions 163

Burt, Alistair, Minister of State, Department for International Development
Questions
Infectious Disease Surveillance 869-71
Yemen 868-9

Bus Drivers (Working Hours on Local Routes)
917

Bus Journeys
1030

Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy
707, 29ws, 39ws, 41ws, 61ws

Business of the House
1604
420, 1039

Business without Debate
133, 293, 360, 585, 687, 852, 1160, 1297,
1437, 1567

Brereton, Jack
Chamber Debates
Deprivation of Citizenship Status 1497
EU Trade Agreements, Replication 897
Flybmi 1213
Leaving the EU 764
Leaving the EU, Economic Impact of Proposed Deal 1480
Leaving the EU, Mobile Roaming Charges 414
Leaving the EU, No Deal 185-6
Points of Order 441
Seaborne Freight (11.02.2019) 623
UK's Withdrawal from the EU 1069,
1101, 1141, 1159
Questions
Common Security and Defence Policy 1186
Divisions of the House 1598-9
Engagements 1464-5
Escalators, Underground Car Park 1599
Parliamentary Employees 1600-2
Solar Power 707
Topical Questions 394, 1033
Work Capability Assessments 597-8

Braverman, Suella
Chamber Debates
Honda in Swindon 1351

Breathing Space Scheme 608

Bredbury Parkway Industrial Estate Extension 9p

Brennan, Kevin
Chamber Debates
Business of the House 430, 1615
Points of Order 1218
Seaborne Freight (11.02.2019) 630
UK Nationals returning from Syria 1197
Westminster Hall
GWR and Network Performance (05.02.2019) 30wh

Breerton, Jack
Chamber Debates
Communities, Charities and Volunteers 975-7
Local Government Finance 283-4
Westminster Hall
Small Modular Reactors 61wh
Questions
Children's Hospices 1314
Engagements 329

Brigden, Andrew
Chamber Debates
Business of the House 1048-9
Counter-Daesh Update (11.02.2019) 662
Election Law Reform 690, 701
Flybmi 1211
Legislation against Female Genital Mutilation 647
Northern Ireland Backstop 1337
Seaborne Freight (11.02.2019) 626
UK Nationals returning from Syria 1205
Universities, Financial Sustainability 638
Questions
Engagements 321
Insecure Work 711-2
Leaving the EU, Defence Relationship 1174
Post-16 Education, Funding 3
Prison Officer Safety 152-3
Topical Questions 614
Toxic Air and Children's Health 1311
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Butler, Dawn—continued
Topical Questions 403

Byrne, Liam—continued
Chamber Debates 16, 55w

Cabinet Office
17ws, 55ws

Cable, Sir Vince
Chamber Debates
Leaving the EU 740
Leaving the EU, Economic Impact of Proposed Deal 1476
Nissan in Sunderland (04.02.2019) 65

Westminster Hall
Special Educational Needs and Disabilities Funding 308-93wh, 312-3wh
Questions
Engagements 334

Cairncross Review
772

Cameron, Dr Lisa—continued
Chamber Debates
Leaving the EU 763

Campbell, Mr Gregory—continued
Chamber Debates
Northern Ireland Backstop 1338
Northern Ireland, Restoring Devolution 910
Points of Order 788

Westminster Hall
BBC Commissioning 56-60wh
Missing Persons Guardianship 263-4wh, 312-3wh
Police, Fire and Rescue Services, Funding Reductions 557-8wh
Questions
Female Genital Mutilation 867
Mental Health Provision 1313
Public Life, Intimidation 316
Topical Questions 1035-6

Campbell, Mr Ronnie—continued
Chamber Debates
Mineworkers' Pension Scheme 1165

Carden, Dan—continued
Topical Questions 873-4

Care Leavers
Employment Opportunities 604

Carmichael, Mr Alistair—continued
Chamber Debates
Northern Ireland Backstop 1338
Northern Ireland, Restoring Devolution 910
Points of Order 788

Westminster Hall
Leaving the EU 740
Leaving the EU, Economic Impact of Proposed Deal 1476

Nissan in Sunderland (04.02.2019) 65

Westminster Hall
Special Educational Needs and Disabilities Funding 288-93wh, 312-3wh
Questions
Engagements 334

Cadbury, Ruth—continued
Chamber Debates
Business of the House 1058
Leaving the EU 766
Windrush Scheme 181

Westminster Hall
Rough Sleeping 193wh, 201wh, 211wh
Questions
Care Leavers, Employment Opportunities 605
Heathrow, Regional Connections 1029
Post-16 Education, Funding 1

Cairncross Review
772

Chemical Weapons Convention
Annual Statement of UK Protective Programme 2017 54ws

Cherry, Joanna
Chamber Debates
Deprivation of Citizenship Status 1490-1
Leaving the EU 746-7
Northern Ireland Backstop 1332-3
Points of Order 336
Seaborne Freight (11.02.2019) 624

Westminster Hall
Human Rights in the UK 370wh, 376-80wh
Police, Fire and Rescue Services, Funding Reductions 559-62wh
Questions
Topical Questions 1038

Child Cruelty (Sentences)
790

Childcare Settings
Financial Viability 16

Children Act 1989 (Amendment) (Female Genital Mutilation) Bill [Lords] 586

(BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE) 1160

Children's Hospices
1313

Children's Social Care
Rotherham 303

Chishti, Rehman
Chamber Debates
Deprivation of Citizenship Status 1498-9
Questions
British Businesses Investing Overseas 386

Chope, Sir Christopher
Chamber Debates
Value Added Tax Bill 528-37, 540, 542, 549, 552-5

Westminster Hall
Primary Schools, Nurture and Alternative Provision 412wh

Church Commissioners
1594, 1599

Clark, Colin
Chamber Debates
Flybmi 1213
Leaving the EU 1448

Westminster Hall
Offshore Helicopter Safety 150-3wh

Carr, Alastair
Chamber Debates
Leaving the EU 740
Leaving the EU, Economic Impact of Proposed Deal 1476

Carmichael, Mr Alistair
Chamber Debates

Honda in Swindon 1352
Leaving the EU 761
Northern Ireland, Restoring Devolution 909


Westminster Hall
Offshore Helicopter Safety 153-5wh, 161wh, 166wh
Questions
New Trade Agreements, Human Rights 384
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Carmichael, Mr Alistair—continued
Topical Questions 872-3

Carttidge, James
Chamber Debates
Animal Welfare (Service Animals) Bill (08.02.2019) 515-6
Business of the House 431
Deprivation of Citizenship Status 1497
Honda in Swindon 1356

Rivers Authorities and Land Drainage Bill (08.02.2019) 572, 575-7, 580-79
UK Nationals returning from Syria 1207
Value Added Tax Bill 328, 534, 536, 543-6

Questions
Higher Education, Quality and Choice 14

Cash, Sir William
Chamber Debates
Leaving the EU 741
Mineworkers' Pension Scheme 1164, 1169

Nissan in Sunderland (04.02.2019) 64
Northern Ireland Backstop 1333
Northern Ireland Backstop, Conditional Interpretative Declaration (21.02.2019) 1694, 1697-703
UK Nationals returning from Syria 1200
UK's Withdrawal from the EU 1089, 1120-1

Cats
Welfare Standards 1583

Caulfield, Maria
Chamber Debates
Antisemitism in Modern Society 1556-7
Local Government Finance 275-6
Windrush Scheme 177

Questions
Cats, Welfare Standards 1583
Engagements 1465
Prison Overcrowding 161
Rural Post Offices 722
Rural Roads, HGV Traffic 1025
Sudden Cardiac Arrest 1322

Topical Questions 1034

Chalk, Alex
Chamber Debates
Election Law Reform 692, 696-8, 702
Knife Crime Prevention Orders 40
Leaving the EU 759
Sport in the UK 89

UK’s Withdrawal from the EU 1084-3

Westminster Hall
Economic Growth, South-west 63wh, 80wh, 82-3wh

GWR and Network Performance (05.02.2019) 34wh, 42-3wh, 51wh
Human Rights in the UK 375-7wh

Special Educational Needs and Disabilities Funding 296wh
Young Carers Support 330wh

Questions
Deprivation of Citizenship Status 1497

Champion, Sarah
Chamber Debates
Children's Social Care, Rotherham 303-7, 309

Chapman, Douglas
Chamber Debates
Business of the House 437

Westminster Hall
Rough Sleeping 234-6wh

Questions
Leaving the EU, Tertiary Education 11

Chapman, Jenny
Chamber Debates
UK’s Withdrawal from the EU 1142-4

Questions
People with Learning Disabilities and Autism, Celebrating Achievements 601

Charalambous, Bambos
Chamber Debates
Legal Aid, Post-Implementation Review 448

NHS 10-Year Plan 1432
Orkambi 135
Securitisation Regulations 2018 944-6

Westminster Hall
Missing Persons Guardianship 261-5wh, 278wh
Questions
Topical Questions 319-20

Cherry, Joanna
Chamber Debates
Deprivation of Citizenship Status 1490-1

Leaving the EU 746-7
Northern Ireland Backstop 1332-3
Points of Order 336

Seaborne Freight (11.02.2019) 624

Westminster Hall
Human Rights in the UK 370wh, 376-80wh

Police, Fire and Rescue Services, Funding Reductions 559-62wh
Questions
Topical Questions 1038

Child Cruelty (Sentences)
790

Childcare Settings
Financial Viability 16

Children Act 1989 (Amendment) (Female Genital Mutilation) Bill [Lords] 586

(BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE) 1160

Children's Hospices
1313

Children's Social Care
Rotherham 303

Chishti, Rehman
Chamber Debates
Deprivation of Citizenship Status 1498-9

Questions
British Businesses Investing Overseas 386

Chope, Sir Christopher
Chamber Debates
Value Added Tax Bill 528-37, 540, 542, 549, 552-5

Westminster Hall
Primary Schools, Nurture and Alternative Provision 412wh
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Clark, Colin—continued
Questions
Topical Questions 1590

Clark, Greg, Secretary of State for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy
Chamber Debates
Honda in Swindon 1344-61
Nissan in Sunderland (04.02.2019) 57-77
Written Statements
Energy Capacity Market 61ws
Leaving the EU, Nuclear Energy Policy 41-2ws
Questions
Insecure Work 709-12
Leaving the EU, Support for Businesses based in Scotland 718-9
Motor Manufacturing 721
Topical Questions 725-8

Clarke, Mr Kenneth
Chamber Debates
Deprivation of Citizenship Status 1487-8
EU Trade Agreements, Replication 893
Honda in Swindon 1347-8
Leaving the EU 737
Leaving the EU, Economic Impact of Proposed Order 1473
Northern Ireland Backstop 1332, 1342-3
Points of Order 1066
UK’s Withdrawal from the EU 1070-1, 1088-92, 1131, 1139
Questions
Engagements 327

Clarke, Mr Simon
Chamber Debates
Exiting the European Union (Structural and Investment Funds) 1383-5
Honda in Swindon 1347-8
Leaving the EU 737
Leaving the EU, Economic Impact of Proposed Order 1473
Northern Ireland Backstop 1332, 1342-3
Points of Order 1066
UK’s Withdrawal from the EU 1070-1, 1088-92, 1094, 1131, 1139
Questions
Engagements 327

Clwyd, Ann
Chamber Debates
Licensing of Medical Devices 859
Mineworkers’ Pension Scheme 1163
Points of Order 78
Social Security (06.02.2019) 345
Questions
Female Genital Mutilation 867

Coad, Emma Dent
Questions
Female Firefighters, Fire Station Facilities 399

Coaker, Vernon
Chamber Debates
Business of the House 1051-2
Knife Crime Prevention Orders 27-9
Westminster Hall
Seasonal Agricultural Workers Scheme 321wh
Special Educational Needs and Disabilities Funding 301wh

Coffey, Dr Thérèse
Questions
Air Pollution, Deprived Areas 1585
Pollution, Schools and Hospitals 1388-9
Species Decline 1586-7
Topical Questions 1592

Common Security and Defence Policy
1186

Communities
Charities and Volunteers 954
Community and Voluntary Services
Derbyshire 587

Community Energy Savings Programme
Lowestoft 854

Competition and Markets Authority
Contingencies Fund Advance 39ws

Competitiveness Pre-Council Statement
29ws

Contingencies Fund Advance
47ws

Contingent Liability
7ws

Cooper, Julie
Chamber Debates
[9002354] 299
Westminster Hall
Young Carers Support 334-6wh

Cooper, Rosie
Questions
Engagements 884
Parental Leave, Children with Severe Illnesses 724
Topical Questions 406, 1327

Cooper, Yvette
Chamber Debates
Deprivation of Citizenship Status 1491-2
Knife Crime Prevention Orders 33
Leaving the EU 742
Mineworkers’ Pension Scheme 1165
UK’s Withdrawal from the EU 1073, 1100-2
Windrush Scheme 175-6
Westminster Hall
Transport for Towns 531wh

Corbyn, Jeremy
Chamber Debates
Leaving the EU 734-6
UK’s Withdrawal from the EU 1158
Questions
Engagements 875-8, 1457-61

Correction
(13.02.2019) 1007

Costa, Alberto
Chamber Debates
Local Government Finance 244
Westminster Hall
Non-surgical Cosmetic Procedures, Regulation 279-83wh

Counter-Daesh Update
(11.02.2019) 651

Court Closures and Staffing
155

Courts, Robert
Chamber Debates
Business of the House 1054
Questions
Engagements 885

Coyle, Neil
Chamber Debates
Antisemitism in Modern Society 1530
Business of the House 1057

Crabb, Stephen
Chamber Debates
Leaving the EU 748
Leaving the EU, Economic Impact of Proposed Deal 1478
Questions
Infectious Disease Surveillance 870
Solar Power 708

 Crawley, Angela
Chamber Debates
Business of the House 434, 1611
Closure of Santander Banks 502-5, 507
Future Free Trade Agreements 1648, 1650
Westminster Hall
Domestic Abuse Legislation and Immigration Status 398
Leaving the EU, Travel Disruption 1019-20
Northern Ireland Parties, Donations 1597-8
Santander Branch Closures 1455

Creagh, Mary
Chamber Debates
Business of the House 434, 1611
Closure of Santander Banks 502-5, 507
Future Free Trade Agreements 1648, 1650

Westminster Hall
Dog Meat in the UK 659-60wh
Santander Closures and Local Communities 417wh, 419wh
Young Carers Support 333-4wh
Questions
Domestic Abuse Legislation and Immigration Status 398
Leaving the EU, Travel Disruption 1019-20
Northern Ireland Parties, Donations 1597-8
Santander Branch Closures 1455

Creasy, Stella
Chamber Debates
Financial Services (Implementation of Legislation) Bill [Lords] 665-6, 675-7
Mineworkers’ Pension Scheme 1166-7
Seaborne Freight (11.02.2019) 626

Cressy, Stellaw
Chamber Debates
Antisemitism in Modern Society 1530-1
Knife Crime Prevention Orders 38
Leaving the EU 758
Petitions
The future of maintained nursery schools 2p

Creditworthiness Assessment Bill [Lords] 586

Crime (Impact Statements) 187

Criminal Justice
Children 158
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Daby, Janet—continued
Windrush Scheme 181
Westminster Hall
Pensions Dashboard (06.02.2019) 178wh
Questions
Prison Overcrowding 160-1

Dakin, Nic
Chamber Debates
Business of the House 433
EU Trade Agreements, Replication 902
Leaving the EU, Mobile Roaming Charges 417
Seaborne Freight (11.02.2019) 631
Westminster Hall
RAF Scampton and the Red Arrows 97wh
Questions
Post-16 Education, Funding 3
Repair of Local Roads 1019
Topical Questions 393

Data Protection
294

Davey, Sir Edward
Chamber Debates
Deprivation of Citizenship Status 1485-6
Knife Crime Prevention Orders 39
Local Government Finance 248-51, 285
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Written Statements
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Davies, Philip
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Questions
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Day, Martyn
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Leaving the EU, Economic Impact of Proposed Deal 1480
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Police Grant Report 218-9
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Westminster Hall
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Road Safety 1016
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Energy Market
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Esterson, Bill
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Evans, Chris
Westminster Hall
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Evernett, Sir David
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Leaving the EU 757
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Gill, Preet Kaur—continued
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Goodwill, Mr Robert—continued
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Engagements 1467
Prisons, Criminal Activity and Drug Abuse 148
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Gove, Michael—continued
Secretary of State for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs
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Leaving the EU, Fisheries 1583-5
Serious and Organised Waste Crime 1582-3
Topical Questions 1590-4
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Grady, Patrick—continued
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Closure of St George’s Cross branch of the Bank of Scotland 134
Leaving the EU 1447
Leaving the EU, Economic Impact of Proposed Deal 1483
Retirement of the Clerk of the House (13.02.2019) 928-9
Stirling and Clackmannanshire City Region Deal 1303
Westminster Hall
Leaving the European Union (04.02.2019) 13-7wh
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Divisions of the House 1599
Topical Questions 1592-7

Graham, Luke—continued
Chamber Debates
Sport in the UK 113
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Westminster Hall
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Domestic Abuse Legislation and Immigration Status 398
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Graham, Richard—continued
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Green, Chris—continued
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In-work Poverty 606
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Retirement of the Clerk of the House (13.02.2019) 924
Questions
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Business of the House 1062
Leaving the EU 769
Social Security (04.02.2019) 84-5
UK's Withdrawal from the EU 1099, 1145
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Grayling, Chris, Secretary of State for Transport
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Seaborne Freight (11.02.2019) 617-31
Questions
Heathrow, Regional Connections 1029-30
Leaving the EU, Haulage Sector 1026-8
Leaving the EU, Travel Disruption 1020-3
Topical Questions 1031-3, 1036, 1038
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Green, Chris
Chamber Debates
Antisocial Behaviour 479-81
Business of the House 432, 1056
Seaborne Freight (11.02.2019) 628
UK's Withdrawal from the EU 1075
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Grant, Neil
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Scottish Veterans 1454-5
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Grant, Peter
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EU Trade Agreements, Replication 896
Leaving the EU 767, 1447-8
Northern Ireland Backstop 1339
Social Security (06.02.2019) 348-9, 357
UK's Withdrawal from the EU 1092-7, 1130, 1133
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PIP Reassessments, Lifelong Disabilities 599-600

Haigh, Louise
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Leaving the EU, Economic Impact of Proposed Deal 1482
Social Security (06.02.2019) 348-9, 357
Leaving the EU, Developing Countries 872
Public Sector Procurement 313-4

Hague Convention 49ws
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Hair, Kirstene
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Leaving the EU, Economic Impact of Proposed Deal 1477
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Region Deal 1299
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Pensions Dashboard (06.02.2019) 180wh
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Westminster Hall
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Exiting the European Union (Structural and Investment Funds) 1377-80, 1388
Westminster Hall
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Topical Questions 726

Harris, Carolyn
Chamber Debates
Antisocial Behaviour 494-6
Legislation against Female Genital Mutilation 643-4
Westminster Hall
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Domestic Abuse Legislation and Immigration Status 399

Harrison, Trudy
Chamber Debates
Animal Welfare (Service Animals) Bill (08.02.2019) 511-4, 519, 522-3, 527
Defence 1221-2, 1224
Local Government Finance 248
Points of Order 1218
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Hayman, Sue
Questions
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Heald, Sir Oliver
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Defence 1221-2, 1224
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Health and Social Care
1307, 9ws, 30ws, 61ws, 7mc

Health and Social Care Sector Workforce 1320
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Heappey, James
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Cairncross Review 787
Honda in Swindon 1357
Leaving the EU 764
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Regional Connections 1029

Heaton-Harris, Chris, Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State for Exiting the European Union
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UK's Withdrawal from the EU 1144-6
Westminster Hall
Leaving the European Union (04.02.2019) 20wh, 22-7wh

Heaton-Jones, Peter
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Holocaust (Return of Cultural Objects) (Amendment) Bill 564-5
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Venezuela 458-9
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Topical Questions 727

Henderson, Gordon
Questions
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Hodge, Dame Margaret
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Hodgson, Mrs Sharon
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Leaving the EU (Medicines) 1411-3
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Westminster Hall
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Questions
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